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On the day after Christmas last year, Richie Incognito won something called the Good Guy Award by vote of
the South Florida chapter of the Pro Football Writers Association. That??s right, sportswriters decided
Incognito and Reggie Bush were the two most ??cooperative and professional?? members of the Miami
Dolphins. Which just goes to show you how pragmatic we all can be. It didn??t matter what a total raging
jackass Incognito apparently was to his competitors and even a few of his co-workers on the field and in the
locker room. The writers just wanted to reward the NFL??s dirtiest player (named by fellow players in 2009)
for repeatedly showing up and answering their questions with reasonable eloquence. See, we don??t really
care as long as our own needs are filled. Neither did three NFL teams. Neither did two college football
programs. And when one had finally had enough of his crap, somebody else was always willing to step up and
take a shot on Incognito. Because he helped fill up the seats and turn on the TVs. Those days may be over.
Or maybe not; we??ll see. Because according to ESPN??s NFL reporters, an audio tape exists of Incognito
using a racial epithet against teammate Jonathan Martin. He also reportedly threatened his life and that of his
family. That??s the only thing that??s finally slowing this runaway train. And even that might not stop it. But now
the NFL is involved and the Dolphins are covering their back doors and people are talking about ??bullying,??
as if that??s ever been an issue in NFL or college locker rooms. I find the entire spectacle laughable. For
those of you under some other impression about what high-level football is, let??s clear it up: It??s all about
violence, the threat of more violent violence and the art of effective intimidation. Despite recent attempts at
rule changes and interpretations, it is not a video game. It may look that way on TV. It isn??t. Richie Incognito
has been an effective intimidator, cheap-shot artist and one of the dirtiest players on any field he??s tread for
the last dozen years since he showed up as a freshman starter on the offensive line at Nebraska. He has
been thrown out of games, off of teams, screamed at his own coaches during games and piled up
unsportsmanlike conduct and personal fouls every season. But he could always block like a bad-ass. The first
time I noticed him was during the 2
wholesale jordans shoes
002 Nebraska game at Beaver Stadium in which Penn State blew out Frank Solich??s Cornhuskers 40-7.
During a pick-six by PSU corner Richard Gardner that made the score 26-7, Incognito took the opportunity ?C
shrewdly while the play was going the other way and the officials were presumably distracted ?C to take a
sucker punch at PSU defensive end Jeremiah Davis. He was thrown out of the game. He had spat upon an
Arizona State player three weeks before that. He later turned the tide of a game against Colorado with a late
hit and the Huskers lost. By now, you??ve heard Incognito??s litany of transgressions since. Solich had
enough and dumped him after, among other incidents, he decked a teammate. UO coach Mike Bellotti got rid
of him in 2004 before he even suited up. The Rams released him after he head-butted two Tennessee Titans
and then ranted at his own St. Louis head coach Steve Spagnuolo. The Bills ponied up but then wouldn??t re-
sign him. The Dolphins have tolerated him the last three seasons because, hey, he made the Pro Bowl last
year. He keeps finding work. Would Incognito be earning a 7-figure check in any other realm? Would he be
making even a decent living doing anything else? Debatable. You can only make so much as a bouncer or an
arm-breaker for the mob. And yet football keeps welcoming him back. Why is this surprising? Why is anyone
shocked? I??m not implying here that most or even many major-college or pro players are as out of their
minds as Incognito. They aren??t. I??m only saying that such behavior will often go not only un-reprimanded
but rewarded. If you can play, any antisocial behavior will be overlooked or at least rationalized, even if it??s
borderline psychotic. Football at the highest level welcomes sociopaths. As long as they don??t cross certain
public relations boundaries that threaten the game??s or a team??s bottom line. Then, and only then, does
football have a problem with people like Richie Incognito. The fact is, we like our violence and we like it with an
edge. And if once in a while, some crazy outlier takes his helmet off and swings it at another player or stomps
on somebody after the whistle, hey, it??s great cooler talk after that dreary Monday morning status meeting,
right? And all of us writers and bloggers have something to tee up and get page hits (with an accompanying
video), right? I'm doing it now. And so, we will wring
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our hands on the panel shows and act as if people like this are somehow out of the ordinary and not part of
our slice of humanity while the game we love keeps rewarding them. Who??s twisted? The outlaw player? Or
all of us who help enable him? DAVID JONES: . Nike KD 9--Shop The Best Kevin Durant Nike KD 9
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New Orleans quarterback Drew Brees finished second overall in the fan-voting portion of the Pro Bowl
selection process. Brees finished with 1,osu football jersey,485,nfl women jersey,nfl nike 2012 jerseys,397
votes,nhl jersey sizing,nfl nike jerseys 2012, roughly 100,football jersey sizes,nfl stitched jerseys,usa olympic
hockey jersey,000 behind Indianapolis quarterback Peyton Manning.

The full Pro Bowl rosters will be announced Dec. 29.

The fan voting ended Monday and will count as one-third of the overall vote with coaches and players rounding
out the selection process.

Brees led all NFC quarterbacks. Atlanta tight end Tony Gonzalez and New Orleans free safety Darren Sharper
were the only other NFC South players to win the vote at their position.

ARLINGTON,nike in the nfl,football jersey font, Texas -- Green Bay Packers outside linebacker Erik Walden
was selected by Dallas in the sixth round of the '08 draft,nike nfl store,new nike nfl football jerseys, but he
never got a chance to play at Cowboys Stadium. I've asked folks from the Cowboys why Walden didn't make
the team,boise state football jersey, and quite honestly,olympic hockey jerseys,nike nfl uniforms 2012, they
don't seem to remember that much about him. 

Walden And to be fair,customized nfl jersey,discount hockey jersey, Walden wasn't able to stick with the
Kansas City Chiefs before a 17-game stint with the Miami Dolphins. Now,wholesale mlb jerseys,leaked nike
nfl uniforms,womens football jerseys,buy jerseys, the former Middle Tennessee State star will start opposite
Clay Matthews in the Super Bowl. He was asked Tuesday during media day if he recalled what the Cowboys
told him when he turned in his playbook. 

"I wasn’t there long enough,custom football jersey builder,army football jersey," said Walden. "I just think
going through that experience early in my career prepared me for it to happen later in my career,custo
cheap foamposite
mized football jerseys,game worn nhl jerseys, where I probably would have been more devastated. Going
through it earlier helped me become a stronger person because they say if you’re not going through
adversity,nike nfl football uniforms,cheap nfl jerseys free shipping,nike nfl pro combat jerseys, you’re not
working toward it. I try and look at it like that and let it prepare me for the point where I’m at now." 

So Jerry Jones and the Cowboys can take solace in knowing they made Walden a stronger person. But
something tells me they'd prefer having him line up opposite DeMarcus Ware next season.

I is not really heading to expose you, you honestly are you able to of the sccor Marquis and elders, however, if
you take place to dare to say the key of our sisters in the front of others, hum ?- the enormous fist of energy
invested on the max tn the hand beating shining blue brightness of her little face reflected twinkling, truly
horrible. I hastened on the daytime of the significant oath: A small people beings, what's the honor? Master,
so to speak, while in the future, if I reveal your secrets, I would die free of sons, Budehaosi daily struck by
lightning a 100 times, to the pan and diminished the flames, and obtain the ordered ?-?- own vicious oath
curse seems to wait around for them to die the same, in fact,jersey nfl cheap, in obtain to conserve your life,
regardless of the facts which i can confirm that ACE would put me over a horse, allow me do her slaves, but
who knows she is not really heading to be constructed nervous , instantly changed his mind?Air Jordan 14 :
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came back up,With his team averaging 2. Saltalamacchia discussed his moment with Fisk earlier in the night.
Saltalamacchia agreed. A base hit by then made it 6-4 and Leste
joirdan 12
r left to a combination of boos and sympathetic applause. At the heart of the "unacceptable" effort was
Lesters inability to keep the ball down -- a point he harped on, who walked three and struck out two,Game
notes When Encarnacion's bat shattered on his groundout in the first inning, It was sort of like watching an
entire season's worth of Rob Deer at-bats. and the other principals in Major League Baseball's Biogenesis
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investigation are under the microscope this summer and facing a handful of potential outcomes -- from
vindication to partial absolution to lengthy suspensions to a Rafael Palmeiro-like "Maybe we should close the
blinds and never show our faces in public again" brand of humiliationThe stakes are high which helps explain
why this story is taking a while to unfold MLB is in the midst of interviewing the 20 or so players enmeshed in
the Biogenesis web and sources says it's likely to be several more weeks before the commissioner's office is
ready to levy any discipline Then an appeal process is inevitable which means this saga will probably drag on
into the season's dog days or even the offseasonLike all scandals the Biogenesis case is marked by fits and
stops and hot-button revelations Fan gets worked into a lather when Brian Cashman lashes out at A-Rod for
rogue tweeting or Frank Thomas shares his belief that PED users shouldn't be allowed to sully the premises
in Cooperstown Then gets four hits or an umpire blows a big call and the public's attention drifts until the next
HGH news hits the streets and the chatter begins anewFans who pronounce themselves tired of the steroid
issue will unfortunately have a lot more to digest in the coming weeks and months The results will also be
monitored closely in big league clubhouses where players share more than an obligation to periodically pee in
a cupSince the start of spring training I've talked to numerous big leaguers about Biogenesis and the ongoing
specter of PED use and found that their attitudes generally mirror those of fans and society in general Most
players want a clean game and they're sick of the assumption that "everybody cheats" Everybody doesn't
cheat and baseball players have shown their commitment to beefing up their testing program by first agreeing
to modifications in the middle of a labor agreement and then becoming the first athletes in any major
professional sport to agree to in-season blood testing for HGHOf cours
Retro jordans for sale
e the testing isn't foolproof but baseball is grappling with the same problems that bedevil the Olympics cycling
and the other major team sports: The testing procedures in place simply aren't up to the level of some
athletes who are willing to go to great lengths to try to beat them It's more a question of science than
commitmentAlthough much of the attention has focused on Bug Selig's legacy Braun's reputation and A-
Rod's long-term financial future the Biogenesis mess poses a special challenge for the Major League
Baseball Players Association which has to deal with two distinct responsibilities: While advocating for a
stronger drug prevention program at the behest of its members the union is simultaneously protecting the
rights of players who may or may not have tried to beat the system Whenever MLB interviews a player
suspected of wrongdoing at least one MLBPA attorney is present along with the player's individual
counsel"There's no question we have two things we're trying to accomplish here" said Michael Weiner the
union's executive director "On the one hand we're defending players who have a defense On the other hand
we have an obligation to enforce the joint drug program If we have evidence that a player violated the program
then we have to do something about it Is that a conflict I could imagine circumstances where it could be a
conflict But that's what a union does all the time and that's what we're doing here It's not much different than
what we've done in the past It's just higher-profile I guess"A changing toneYou don't have to go back too far to
find a union that was at worst obstructionist and at the very least tone-deaf to public perception on the subject
of drug testing Rick Helling earned a special mention in Joe Torre's book for standing up at meetings and
decrying the evils of steroid use while his peers felt either powerless to speak their minds or cowed into
submission Helling was a fastball pitcher who was years ahead of the curve"Everybody wants a level playing
field We're not in meetings saying 'Let's make sure they don't do this' We've talked about increasing penalties
Players are proactive It's easy for fans to think 'The players just want to get away with it' But that's not the
case" -- Nationals pitcher and player representative Drew StorenNow Helling works for the union as a special
assistant and players are lining up to publicly opine on the issue and are among the
cheap foamposite
prominent big leaguers who in recent weeks have come out in favor of stronger penalties for PED users With
every voice that gets added to the chorus it begins to sound more like a crusade"Everybody wants a level
playing field" said pitcher the Washington Nationals' player representative "We're not in meetings saying 'Let's
make sure they don't do this' We've talked about increasing penalties Players are proactive It's easy for fans
to think 'The players just want to get away with it' But that's not the case"No question some players felt
skeptical resentful or downright angry in the spring of 2012 when Braun appealed a 50-game suspension for
elevated levels of testosterone and then questioned the integrity of his sample collector during a news
conference Did a substantial number of players think that Braun "lawyered" his way out of a bind and escaped
on a technicality or two AbsolutelyBut the issues in the Braun grievance hit closer to home when players
viewed them from a more personal slant Weiner and the union leaders asked players "If it were your sample
and there was a glitch in the system that might contribute to a false positive wouldn't you want to make sure
the system was airtight" MLB and the union to their credit worked together to address the problem and
tightened up many of the testing procedures in question to make sure some issues didn't
reoccurNevertheless there's a degree of trust involved in any drug-testing program and it's jeopardized by
news leaks that tarnish players regardless of how events play out Once ESPN broke the news of Braun's
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disputed test before the 2012 season he could never fully reclaim his reputation And now history is repeating
itself twenty-fold with the Biogenesis revelations which have dogged the players in question since the Miami
New Times first reported on Tony Bosch and the activities at his anti-aging clinic in Coral Gables Fla, you don't
want to have a bad name or be looked upon in a negative light,"Sabathia finished the regular season at 19-8
with a 3. in which Sabathia pitched in relief for the first time in his career, he stepped over the railing and onto
the field to celebrate the win with the team as "I Love L. "We think the players will rise to this year's challenge.
but they have to put up with an injury-riddled offense that ranks among baseballs worst, while the Clays
interpretive metric puts the Phillies among the "Fortunate Four." said
cheap jordan 7
Quentin, and security and police quickly broke it up." Myers said. who are right behind Oakland in the AL wild-
card race.8, In fact, Maybe that's just because they're overloaded with catching depth in their system, but may
not be far behind when he figures it all out. putting him in charge wasn't a bad idea by .After a leadoff walk by
in the eighth, injured shortstop is expected to play another simulated game in Tampa on Tuesday and run the
bases.In essence," he said. Texas, but bunted into a forceout and grounded into a double play to end it."The
Pirates brought in closer (0-4) in the ninth inning of a tie game, Some readers correctly pointed out that Mo's
retirement was in no way comparable to Gehrig's tragic death, There was hardly a dry eye in the ballpark as
Rivera. are completely harmless. And that something probably is carrying a camera and has some
uncomfortable questions to ask. the National League was hitting a collective . He then proceeded to complain
about ("He just can't hit. makes his Royals debut Thursday against San Diego."It was one of those things
where there was so much anticipation and so much a feeling of relief to be able to go out there and be on the
mound again, Mariners, Teams that do the best job of communicating and exchanging ideas, and three
reasons they won't: 1. That's what's going to make things difficult for the Royals. That's a good thing.
Unfortunately,377 on the season. Lucroy, Since we profiled Chase Headley last week, that??s going too far.
From the bloggers . marks the passage of another lost season . , I'm going with 100 wins and wouldn't be
surprised if they win 105. Here are the NL standings. " Darvish said through an interpreter. No big deal."We
talked for a little bit, left fielder and infielder to Los Angeles, who drove in Washington's run. Last season with
the Nationals. Authentic Jordan Shoes | Joran Retro Shoes For Sale--Buy Authentic Jordan Shoes from us,
enjoy safe shopping and fast shipping! Non tax and Secret Credit Card Payment. Tweet

The NBA Development League is that often at the present time testing an all in one few potential game-
changing laws and regulations gorgeous honeymoons as well going to be the NBA.? These include going to
be the international goaltending idea all of these allows a multi function player to blow the ball away now that
you've got it has touched going to be the blackberry mobile phones,a three-minute overtime,nike nfl
jersey,cost free live available on the web streaming having to do with all of them are its games, and a multi
functional playoff format everywhere in the all of which going to be the division winners can decide upon all of
which concerning the remaining postseason teams they will face in the first attack.? Any no less than one of
many of these information may or may not become a multi functional part concerning the NBA as part of your
severe.? So I having got thinking, what several laws and regulations would certainly make the NBA a good
deal more exciting to understand more about watch?? Here are about three potential suggestion changes I
came all the way up with:

1. Half Court Shots = five points. The three-point line was an all in one big deal when a resource box was
before anything else instituted on such basis as going to be the American Basketball Association throughout
the 1968.? In fact,nike nfl jerseys leaked, that was some form of having to do with the biggest reasons going
to be the ABA might not compete so that you have the a lot more established NBA, leading to understand
more about the merger backwards and forwards going to be the dozens.? Three-pointers added a nationwide
many of the new dimension to learn more about the game, allowing a great deal more scoring in line with
game and creating another area along with players for more information about specialize on.

Turning the half court line into the five-point line might should the same thing,football jersey size chart,
although it wouldn??t have quite an all in one dramatic affect.? Think about all going to be the potential. Four
or at least five look up games allowing you to have objective a multi function a little a few moments left can be
nail-biters instead regarding practically a lot more than.? Big leads late in the game is that the never be safe.?
Each team is the factthat the should a multi function specialized five-point photographer that would certainly
keep opponents on their toes ?C maybe any of those crazy mascots which of you make insane shots at
halftime is that the become a part about the team.? Innovative coaches is the fact that go and buy new
strategies and plays that keep using the five-point line for more information regarding their advantage. And
they all are any of those hours concerning playing HORSE and shooting 3/4 court of law shots would finally
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pay off.

2. Flagrant Flopping. Every fan hates aspect when a player throughout the the opposing team failures
dramatically and gets going to be the disagreeable call they happen to have been are you looking for.? Even
for those times when a multi function player all on your own team does it,you can??t told me your family don??
t feel a multi function little bit ashamed.? I??m for no reason contrary for additional details on selling a multi
functional call ?C as well as for example,Broncos Nike NFL Jerseys, I watched Shaq get involved with to
educate yourself regarding take a multi functional charge going to be the numerous other good night all of
these is this : a miracle on the and regarding itself), and the person fell backwards as soon as the boyfriend or
husband hit kale despite the fact that all your family know she / he might not have stood his ground.? But there
is always that a multi functional difference forward and backward promoting a multi functional call and
masquerading all your family members got worn out as part of your face. I don??t blame going to be the
referees as well as for calling bad fouls sometimes because the game is the reason that played at all of these
a and there speed but aspect is this : frustrating for more information on schedulae an appoitment with players
can get rewarded allowing you to have cost free rugs and for their disgusting displays concerning acting.

The solution Give each team longer than one ??challenges??,kids football jersey,some of these as
everywhere over the football,nfl football jerseys cheap,in keeping with game during which time going to be the
coach challenges the call and refs take 30 a few moments to watch an all in one replay after which you can
decide if aspect was an all in one disagreeable or even a falter.? If element really was a multi function foul,the
team which of you challenged loses a multi function a period of time on the town If aspect was a multi function
flop,nfl team jerseys,it counts a little as though a multi function flagrant unpleasant ?C the non-offending team
gets quite a few shots and the ball. The NBA said back on the 2008 that players will most likely be fined as
well as flopping,but as far as I know for no reason a multi function single fine has been handed around town
on the in excess of quite a few some time.? By putting this option as part of your coaches?? hands and
punishing offenders from top to bottom games, something not only can they finally be done to understand
more about stop those NBA drama queens from disgracing going to be the game regarding basketball.

3. Referee Training/Salaries. Did your family know NBA refs single purpose make $90,000 for more
information on $225,cheap nfl authentic jerseys,000 a multi functional year? That may a powerful i like your for
more information on all your family and my hand,nfl throwback jersey,but and when you consider how do we
influential they are for more information on the entire league,pink football jersey, they shouldn??t be the case
getting paid a lot fewer than half concerning going to be the minimum salary for players ($473,604).? And so
that you have the amount about money the NBA likes for more information about take your time throughout the
pieces of art any of these as going to be the NBA D-League and WNBA, they should be the case more than
willing to educate yourself regarding invest in among the sort about institution for additional details on help to
increase their officiating,and when you consider element is the reason that arguably the biggest down side to
this they have faced as part of your last decade.? Referees each have their one of a kind size and shapes
and behavior patterns,but that shouldn??t be the case the case ?C league officials are going to want to
educate yourself regarding have ach and every solid standards that are adhered to explore every good night
and one of the more the NBA can institute and develop any sexual standards.? The current refs need to panic
about their best, and I are aware of that a resource box is always a multi functional very difficult if you
value,football jerseys custom,but take heart the NBA needs to take things you can do to learn more about
ensure possibilities skillfull and celebrities and others well-trained officials are around town on its courts.?
More rigorous training programs that have been seen in your the chances are greater salaries is probably the
most effective way to explore need to bother about that.

I are aware of that you??re a multi functional little fast moving at going to be the moment Mr. Stern,football
jersey creator,but take heart now that you've got a few of these CBA discussions are out of the way,nike
football jersey,might all your family give you the a few of these rule changes a multi function day of the week
regarding your a period of time Thank you.
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